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1 1/2"
From Wreath Fabric
cut

Also needed :
3 ½" square - Backing fabric
3 ½" square - Batting
3" piece of ribbon
Cut 2

1 1/2"

4"

Cut 4
1"

1"

All seam allowances 1/4"

Step 1
Place “D” patches right side down in each corner of “E”. Mark 45E angle on each “D”
patch. Sew along each marked line.

Step 2
Measure 1/4"
from seams trim
away corners.
Repeat for all 4
corners, discard
trimmed corners

1/4"

f

Step 3
Flip “D” patches
out and press
each seam line.

Step 4
With right sides together
sew one “B” to the top and
one “B” to the bottom of
block.

Step 5
After sewing “B” to block, flip
corner right sides out and press
each seam.
B

Step 7

Step 6
With right sides together
sew “C” to the right and left
sides of the block. Flip
both sides out and press
each seam.

1"

Step 8
Squaring up block. Measure1" from
seam and cut off edge. Repeat on
all four sides. Block should
measure 3 ½" square.

Cut Line

Place one “A” right sides
together on each of the
four corners. Mark a 45E
degree angle. Sew each
marked angle. Trim 1/4"
from seam *, (same
process as with “D”). Flip
and press “A” away from
center.
*Cut away 1/4" from seam
Note - Step 7 only shows right side of
block for two corners, repeat for left
side and remaining 2 corners

Woo hoo.... it’s time
to make the
sandwich

Step 9
Block - right side up
Backing - right side down
Batting

Step 10
Make loop with ribbon,
tuck ribbon between the
block and backing. Pin in
place before sewing.
Tip: Remember to
remove pin before
turning right side
out.

Step 11
Start sewing - 1/4" from
edge. Pivot in corners with
needle down, continue
sewing along the edges,
ending at the black dot,
backstitch. Trim excess
fabric from each corner.
Turn right side out. Push
corners out from inside,
squaring the corners.
Tip: A burnishing tool is
perfect, pointed enough for
nice corners, but not sharp
enough to punch through
fabric.

Ta Da.... Done!

To Finish
Whipstitch
opening closed.

